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Date: 14th of August 2020 
 

 
BOHEMIA TREASURY – ownership change letter 
 
 
Dear business friends, 
 
We would kindly like to inform you that with today’s effect the ownership of BOHEMIA TREASURY 
company has been changed. The company has been transferred to Mr. Pavel Satoransky the owner of 
Crystal Glamour company, known famous glass factory blowing high quality lead crystal products 
located in Okrouhlice.  
 
Bohemia Treasury activities will remain unchanged and furthermore will mine from the connection 
with this strategic, stable and well situated company. The offices and warehouse has been moved to 
the new address CRYSTAL GLAMOUR, a.s., 582 31 Okrouhlice 215 in Czech Republic where we would 
kindly like to invite you to see us and meet the new owner personally. In this new place you may find 
a lot of other especially handmade and decorated products. Please kindly visit the website 
www.crystalglamour.eu where you may see some company profile and product portfolio.  
 
Mr. Jiri Ruzicka is leaving the company and his agenda will be taken over by Ms. Jessica Batbajerova 
Jessica.batbajerova@bohemiatreasury.cz  
I stay in the company and will be in charge of business and product development activities.  
All the open contracts will be handled normally in the same way as so far and there will be no change 
in our future cooperation. 
 
By joining these 2 companies we will give to the company new energy and will provide the same large 
product portfolio either plain pressed articles or wide range of different high quality decoration 
techniques as well. We will also bring one new collection for Spring 2021. 
 
Let me kindly thank you for the attention to this letter and I would like to express my deep expectations 
and enthusiasm from our future cooperation. 
 
With best regards 
 

 
Tomas Firt 
 
BOHEMIA TREASURY s.r.o. 
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